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Tuesday July 14 meeting  
Microsoft Office & Apple iWorks — everyday writing and 
counting software ...
Very few households with computers won’t have the need to write ‘real’ letters, 
reports, or other documents from time to time, and so people need a word 
processor, while others want to keep their finances on spreadsheets. 

On the Mac, there are two heavyweight contenders used by most of us, and 
during this session, we  will offer workshops on both programs. We will be 
breaking into workshop groups, followed by a tea break, then we will re-
assemble into workshop groups for a second session.

Tuesday June 9 meeting — eBay, PayPal and online 
transactions ...
This interesting discussion had contributions from Jürgen, an eBay storekeeper, 
and Marnie and Margaret, both consumers, so we had a very rewarding 
discussion.

Breaking news from the BMUG committee...
We are now offering for the first time an intensive small group Special Interest 
Group for beginners. To enrol, phone or speak to Jürgen  and participate in our 
free 4-week program, held over consecutive weeks.  Sessions will be scheduled at 
your home or at a mentor’s to work through your beginner manual, build your 
confidence and get you up and running. 

email
Marnie...
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New BMUG manual — Security on your Mac
Security may sound like a dry, technical subject, but we all need to get on top of 
it, and we hope you’ll find this latest BMUG manual presents many handy tips 
about passwords and securing your wireless network. 

As a well-known Mac Guru said recently:

“BMUG members need know nothing or do nothing about 
security if they live alone, will not be burgled, don't have 
children, and never go online. 

A secure backup is no earthly good if someone has pinched 
your unprotected Mac and skimmed your bank account, 
has the names and addresses of all your friends, has made a 
host of online purchases using your details and so on...”

To reserve a copy, email Steve...

Email 
Steve...
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BMUG Special Interest 
Group reports
‘Broader Horizons’ Group
The BMUG Special Interest Group "Broader Horizons" most recent meeting took 
place at the home of Marnie on Sunday July 5. 

Prue amazed everyone on two counts, firstly by bring to our attention a really 
great animated web banner creation application called BannerZest Pro. This 
interesting tool enables the user to easily make a variety of 'flash' photo banners 
which when added to a web site give a very professional appearance. The group 
were wide eyed as Prue had taken the time to prepare an absolutely first class 
Keynote presentation to better demonstrate the program. Many thanks for your 
time and effort, Prue.

Following this fascinating presentation, there followed a brief show and tell 
session. Items old and new on show included a camera card copier system which 
had turned out to be a complete white elephant, a huge!! antique 1GB capacity 
Jazz drive, a brand new 13" MacBook Pro and a fantastic WD MyBook Studio 2TB 
RAID array. 

The group also discussed iPhone 'plans' and a way to save big money by 
purchasing AppleCare warranties on eBay and not through an Apple dealership. 
Steve also did a brief presentation on using creative filters such graduated neutral 
density filters on an SLR.

The next meeting of this group will take place at the home of Steve Craddock, 
93 Carr Street, Barwon Heads at 2.00 p.m. on Sunday August 2. We will be having 
a comprehensive look into the finer points of Mac Security.

If you have an interest in the more advanced aspects of computer use, 
by all means get in touch with Don on 5254 2650
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Dick’s SIG Report
7th July 2009.
Seven members of NTM met on Tuesday at Portarlington where we had a session 
looking at iWork’s Keynote for the first time. 

I had prepared a short presentation of 13 slides including titles and 
closing credits using Keynote to show of the capabilities of this Apple 
software. I used some images taken from a History of Photography 
lecture I used to give to Fine Art students. This I stressed was not the 
way to prepare a presentation as each transition was different and I had 
tried to use each slide to demonstrate a different capability of Keynote.

We then cleared the screen and started from scratch to make a short 
presentation. We were able to explore and apply the various and many 

options this programme offers. Like most computer software you can start by 
making a simple and effective use of the basic programme to get the feel of how 
to apply it. Then you can move on at your own pace and gradually increase the 
complexity of your presentation as your confidence increases.

This was our first look at Keynote and we will return to it at a later date and see 
how slideshows produced this way can be used in other Apple software such as 
iDVD and Pages.

The meeting ended with a short discussion related to a name change for the 
group and what should we have as a topic for the next meeting. The name change 
wasn’t resolved but I have a list of alternatives from which I will as leader make a 
choice and inform members and the Committee. 

The next meeting will be on 21st July at Portarlington and will be a revision type 
meeting, going over some previous topics which at the request of group members 
will include, iDVD, Skype and as many other topics as are asked for and we can 
fit in on the day. 

A got a problem, bring it along type day.

Dick Brown
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BMUG Top Tip — maintaining image order in an exported 
iPhoto album
Having recently returned from a holiday, my wife and I wanted to show friends a 
slideshow of images on the laptop, but at first we met with a seemingly  
intractable problem. You see we’d both taken pics on our own cameras, then 
shuffled the best pics into a preferred order on the study computer. 

If we just dragged a set of the images into a folder for copying to iPhoto on the 
laptop, they’d re-shuffle into 2 groups in the order that they were taken, spoiling 
all our work... 

Curses, would this mean we’d have to re-order them all for a second time?

Well, it seems Apple has woken up to this problem. In Export — Photos, there is 
now an option to rename and renumber the exported files so that the order 
remains unchanged. This totally solves the problem and preserves the order of the 
pictures.

This menu option is absolutely invaluable!

Steve Craddock
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Letters to the editor
backing up on holiday
On my return from a five week cruise in April/May, 2009 I was very interested to 
read the article written by Steve about backing up photos while on holidays which 
appeared in our June Newsletter.

Reading Steve’s excellent suggestions made me feel pleased with myself.   I ended 
up taking about 700 odd photos and I was actually using many of Steve’s 
suggested back-up methods.

I backed up my photos daily from my camera to my MacBook, also did Time 
Machine back-up with a portable hard drive I have purchased to specifically use 
with my Mac Book and on top of all that backed up weekly to a disc. As well, I 
had a large enough card in my camera and was able to leave all photos on the 
card.  So I felt very confident at all times that my photos would be perfectly safe.

Using the MacBook is not only a back-up method but I think it is excellent to be 
able to enter comments about where the photos were taken as you go. When you 
visit about 14 different ports, if you wait until you get home, sometimes you can 
be unsure of where the photos were taken.  I also use iPhoto comments section to 
enter interesting facts I have learned abut a particular place and this becomes a 
good reference when I am organizing my photo albums. 

Prior to owning a MacBook, I used to pay to have my photos backed up from the 
camera card to CD every now and then by the ship's photo lab and I also used to 
sit down every night with an exercise book and my camera - recording the JPEG 
numbers and noting where each photo was taken.  Very tedious but better than 
nothing.  It was so easy this time with my MacBook.

Just as an aside, we called at Nuku’alofa, Tonga during our travels and while 
wandering around the town, I was very surprised to come across an Apple 
Reseller

Marg Boyles
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Visit to Chadstone & Doncaster 
Apple Stores
I have recently had the opportunity to visit 
both Apple Stores at Chadstone and at 
Doncaster, as they are located quite close to 
where our married daughter resides in 
Blackburn. So, when we are called on to do 
some baby sitting duties, I try and add some 
spice to the visit by spending some time at 
either of the stores.

The Doncaster store appears to me to be 
slightly larger in floor space than the 
Chadstone Store.

The stores have all the Apple products 
on display, set up on a series of tables, 
with each table displaying one type of 
product, for example, iPods. They all 
contain the latest software and are able 
to be handled and used by prospective 
customers. You can also avail yourself of 
free Internet facilities.

There are plenty of staff to answer any 
queries or assist with any problems you may require to be answered, and I have 
never experienced such excellent service in any other retail facility. It is no wonder 
that the shops are always full with customers. As to how many actually make a 
purchase is another question?
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Email 
Steve...

Genius Bar
They also have a Genius Bar, where the staff wear a different coloured shirt. This 
is the place  to go for advice, and “hands- on” technical support.  When you have 
any questions or need hands-on technical support for any of your Apple products. 
You can get friendly, expert advice at the Genius Bar. The “Geniuses” will 
endeavour to answer all your technical questions, fix or diagnose problems and 
explain it all in a language which is easy for the normal human being to 
understand. You can also leave your computer with them for repairs and in most 
cases it will be fixed within two days.

One excellent feature which is offered 
on a daily basis at both stores, is the 
free one hour workshops, which are 
offered on various topics, such 
as,”iPhoto 09”, iMovie & iDVD 09”, 
etc,.

At Chadstone, these workshops are 
offered at 9am and 3pm and at 
Doncaster at 10am and 3pm. You must 
pre- book on their website to enrol for 
these workshops. If a workshop is not 
full and you happen to walk into the 
store, the staff will let you sit in on the 

particular workshop, that is running

I have availed myself of three of these free one hour workshops, which quite often 
will run over the hour if there are still questions forthcoming. I have participated 
in two worksops on “iMovie 09 & iDVD”, one at Chadstone and one at Doncaster. 
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I found the one at Doncaster to be more beneficial to me as by that time I had had 
some “hands on” experience with the new software, whereas, when I went to 
Chadstone, I did not have the software installed on my computer, and I found it a 
bit “overwhelming”. So, my advice is, if you intend to participate in one of these 
workshops, you will get a lot more out of it, if you have a small knowledge of how 
it operates.
The other workshop I did was on “iPhoto 09” and I found it quite easy to follow as 
there are not too many new features to master with the new software.

You can see by my photos that there are not many customers in the shop. That is 
because I was waiting for the stores to open,so, got my photos before the “influx”. 
Within half an hour the stores were a hive of activity.

This ‘one to one’ feature is now only available when you purchase a new 
computer at an Apple Store. From what I have been advised, Apple had to make 
changes to the program, because they were getting “overloaded” with customers 
wanting to take advantage of the program. If you live close to an Apple shop and 
are a prospective purchaser of a new computer it is an excellent program. 

As they say:
‘Get the most out of your new Mac with a One to One 
membership at an Apple Retail Store. We’ll get you set 

up, teach you all the basics, and help you with personal 
projects. One to One costs just A$ 129 for a full year and is available only at 
the time of purchase when you buy a new Mac from the Apple Online Store 
or an Apple Retail Store.’

In conclusion I would state 
that I really look forward to 
every visit to an Apple store, 
as I always seem to learn 
something new. If you are 
near a store you should try 
and make the time for a visit. 
I am sure you won’t regret it.

Peter Baldwin
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Win a brand new Apple Airport Extreme wireless base 
station valued at $279 — announcing the great mid-year 
BMUG raffle

It's quite some time since BMUG sponsored a raffle of its 
very own so to make amends, we will be selling tickets at 
each of the next three meetings, that's June, July and 
August. The raffle will be drawn at the conclusion of the 
August meeting.

The prize is a really fantastic Apple Airport Extreme 
wireless modem/router which for Mac users is the 
ultimate and latest in internet and network wireless 
connectivity — read more about its capabilities 
here...http://www.apple.com/airportextreme/

Tickets are being sold at the bargain basement price of $5.00 each or better still, 
you can grab three for just $10.00. Members are welcome and encouraged to take 
a batch of tickets home to sell to family and friends. 

Let's give this fund raising event our best shot and in the words of some ancient 
but wise sage 'Be in it to win it'.

Great savings for BMUG members!

http://www.apple.com/airportextreme/
http://www.apple.com/airportextreme/
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Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?

And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are 
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who 
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives 
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada and 
several interstate!

Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed 
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the 
club library and attendance at meetings. 

Member benefits:
1.  members get FREE website hosting!
2.  members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
3.  ‘Getting started’ manuals 
4.  access to our our growing club library
5.  participation in our club MacPal program
6.  participation in the BMUG forum

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby 
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

Troubleshooting help
BMUG exists to share Mac tips and skills. Should you have any troubleshooting 
issues, we recommend you follow these steps, which incidentally are just as 
available for remote members as for those who come to meetings:

1.  Do a Google search. It’s highly likely someone knows how to fix the problem 
and has already posted a solution.

2. Consult the BMUG Downloads page of the club website. There you will find 
numerous tutorials that will help you with common problems. You can also 
download our Troubleshooting Guide, a very handy publication.

3. Buy the appropriate BMUG manual. Check out the title list on our website 
and remember you can purchase them online by using PayPal.

4. Keep a complete file of BMUG newsletters. On many occasions, I go back and 
search through newsletters until I find the appropriate ‘Top Tip’.

5. Post a question about your issue on the BMUG forum.
6. Sign up for a free BMUG MacPal by ringing Jürgen on 52554517. This month 

only, email Margaret, as Jürgen is on holiday. If you don’t need a MacPal, but 
rather specific help, Jürgen or Margaret will pass your query on.

Go to the 
BMUG 
forum...

Email 
Margaret...
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BMUG was founded to share computer knowledge and skills. We are a voluntary 
collective, and together, we know much more than any of us know as 
individuals. So how can we help when things are going wrong for you?

Ring Jürgen, our co-ordinator of MacPals, on  5255 4517

Whether you are a newcomer to Macs, or whether you are an old hand 
experiencing problems you can’t deal with, ring Jürgen. He will assist in one of 
several ways:
• by quickly dealing with your issue;
• or by enrolling you in our Beginner SIG;
• by assigning you a free MacPal — a knowledgeable mentor who can visit 

your home, help set up your Mac, and assist you from time to time via 
phone or email. This program is one of BMUG’s most under-used assets, 
and as a result of your reading this newsletter, we are hoping to have 10 or 
more new members signed up with a MacPal by the end of the week; 

• or by passing your query on to one of our guru members with special skills 
and abilities beyond those of mortal folk. They will soon have you up and 
running again.

Email 
Jürgen...
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President

Steve Craddock,
Vice President James Strachan,

Treasurer

June Brown,
Librarian

Don Patrick,
Email Secretary

Jürgen Gross,
MacPals

David Dixon

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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